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Central Taurus Sign Language (CTSL) is a village sign language that emerged as a result
of recessive deafness in two villages in the Central Taurus Mountain region of southcentral Turkey. Approximately 15 deaf people from the second and third generations
currently live in one village and 13 in the other (3-4% and 0.5-0.6% of the population,
respectively). Due to cultural, geographical and financial circumstances, the language has
emerged in isolation. A native Turkish Sign Language (TID) signer verified that CTSL
bears only minimal influence from TID.
Like all emerging sign languages, CTSL provides insight into the human capacity for
language in the absence of a linguistic model. CTSL is comparable to another wellstudied emerging sign language, Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL). Both
village sign languages are about three generations old but ABSL has five times as many
deaf users (Sandler, Meir, Padden, & Aronoff, 2005). These simultaneously emerging
languages present an opportunity to make comparisons and modest generalizations about
language emergence.
Sandler, Aronoff, Meir, & Padden (2011) have argued that ABSL lacks many of the
hallmarks of a phonological grammatical system. They report violations of several
phonological constraints. Unlike established sign languages, they found only two
groupings of selected fingers (all fingers, or only the index finger). We present a parallel
description of the emergence of a phonological system of CTSL.
Selected Fingers
Six deaf CTSL signers completed a picture-naming task of common fruits and
vegetables. A native ASL user coded all tokens for selected finger groupings. Selected
fingers were defined as either the fingers that were moving or the fingers that were in the
foreground (Brentari, 1998). To establish a reference, 286 ASL lexical signs of various
semantic categories were elicited from native deaf ASL user in a picture-naming task and
coded in a similar fashion.
Like ABSL, the majority of CTSL signs select all fingers or the index finger. In contrast,
ASL selected finger groupings were more evenly distributed across 11 groupings of
selected fingers (see Figure 1). Unlike ASL, which requires that non-selected fingers are
either fully flexed or extended (Brentari, 1998), in CTSL non-selected fingers were
frequently partially extended (see Figure 2).
Phonological Constraints
Like ABSL, we found several violations of phonological constraints. If both hands in a
sign move, then specifications of the hands must be identical (Symmetry Condition;
Battison, 1978). We identified several violations of the Symmetry Condition. Three
signers produced CUCUMBER with two different handshapes (B and O), yet both hands
moved (see Figure 3). According to the Dominance Condition, if the two handshapes of a
two-handed sign are different, the non-dominant hand must have an unmarked handshape
and not move (Battison, 1978). One signer produced CORN by keeping the dominant
hand still while moving the non-dominant hand. Several non-symmetrical two-handed
signs used unconventional non-dominant handshapes (F).
	
  

Conclusions
CTSL appears to adhere less strictly to phonological constraints and to have fewer
phonological contrasts than established sign languages. The selected finger groupings and
distributions are nearly identical to ABSL. Though it is possible that these emerging
languages independently arrived at the same distinction by chance, the fact that these are
the two maximally distinct groupings leads us to believe otherwise. By analogy, spoken
languages tend to maximize dissimilarity between the vowels used in a given language
(e.g., /i/, /a/, /u/; Lindblom, 1986). As a language emerges, perhaps over time the
phonological space is divided into distinct categories that are sufficiently contrastive. If
CTSL and ABSL are in the initial stages of a phonological systematization, it makes
sense that the sample space is first divided into two maximally different units.
Interestingly, the position of non-selected fingers (neither fully flexed nor extended) does
not maximize perceptual contrast as has been argued for ASL (Brentari, 1998).
One explanation for the relative dearth of contrasts is that languages crowd the perceptual
space when necessary to make distinctions among many lexical items (Jackendoff, 2002).
The fact that there are few minimal pairs even in established sign languages (van der
Kooij, 2002) suggests that the perceptual space may be larger in the signed than spoken
modality. Perhaps the perceptual space is vast enough or the lexicons small enough that
there is no need for more contrasts. We speculate that the number of contrasts may grow
alongside the CTSL lexicon.
Though established sign languages have a large inventory of selected finger groupings
and generally obey a set of phonological constraints, we find a smaller inventory and
loose adherence to phonological constraints. We take this as evidence that the phonology
of CTSL has not yet become fully systematized. One interpretation is that CTSL is in the
process of developing systematicity. Alternatively, compliance could simply reflect
motoric limitations rather than linguistic demands. These data, especially paired with
those from ABSL, suggest that these factors emerge in phonological systems and are not
hard constraints on manual communication. That is, phonological systematicity may be
driven by external factors (e.g., a sufficiently large lexicon, enough generations of users)
rather than automatically granted to all sign systems.
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Figure 1. Distribution of finger groupings. I = index finger, M = middle finger; R = ring finger, P = pinky
finger. Also note that 2% of ABSL signs were reported to use “other” groupings (Sandler et al., 2011), and
thus are excluded from this figure.

	
  

Figure 2. Example of nonselected fingers (all fingers except the index) that are neither fully flexed nor fully
extended.

Figure 3. Example of a violation of the Symmetry Condition in the sign CUCUMBER.
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